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INTRODUCTION

The daily activities of humans and business are increasingly
dependingontheusageof(digital) identityfor interactionwith

a telephone number is simply used as the digital identity of

effective only within their networks and have limited sup-

of next-generation networks (NGNs), new digital-identity
management models are expected to be proposed for digital-

The rest of the chapter is focused on the introduction of
digital identity, the digital-identity schemes used in current

BACKGROUND

What is Digital Identity?

-

widespread use of digital technologies, humans have been
able tocommunicatewitheachotherwithoutbeingphysically

human or machine) can use to identify a user in a digital

“A Digital Identity is the representation of a human identity 
that is used in a distributed network interaction with other 
machines or people. The purpose of the Digital Identity is to 
restore the ease and security human transactions once had, 
when we all knew each other and did business face-to-face, 
to a machine environment where we are often meeting each 

vast distances.”

“A Digital Identity is an assurance by one end of a digital 
conversation (such as a Web Services transaction) that the 
other end of the conversation is being conducted on behalf 

Composition of Digital Identity

Digital identity is comprised of two basic elements: the
actual identity of the entity (something that can be observed
by human senses), and the credentials or what are used to

• Something that the entity knows: 
password or any piece of knowledge that the entity

• Something the entity has or possesses: 
would be a magnetic swipe card used for entry into a

• Something the entity is: 

include what an entity can do, what he or she has subscribed

they represent records and other data about users that can

Usage of Digital Identity

Authentication

One of the important uses of digital identity is authentica-
tion, where an entity must prove digitally that it is the entity
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The simplest form of authentication is the use of a user name

Authorisation

Once an entity is authenticated, a digital identity is used to

administrator and a user are authenticated to use a computer,
theactions thateachmaydowith that resourcearedetermined

Accounting

and their activitieswithin thecontextofaparticularorganisa-

enable an organisation to track unauthorised access when

DIGITAL IDENTITY IN CURRENT
NETWORKS

Digital Identity in Mobile Networks

One of the evolution paths of mobile networks is from the

-

Digital-Identity Composition in Mobile
Networks

There are three broad aspects of digital-identity composition

Identity and Communication Management 

In identityandcommunicationmanagement, eachsubscriber

• International Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI)

1997):

 where
 MCC = mobile country code (3 digits),
 MNC = mobile network code (2 digits),
 and

• Mobile Subscriber International ISDN (Integrated 
Services Digital Network) Number (MSISDN)

-
scriber may have several services provisioned and

Figure 1. GSM, GPRS, and UMTS network architectures (Lin & Chlamtac, 2001)
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